**Insul-Panel**

by West Bend Precast Inc.
subsidiary of Bend Industries

---

**Functional**
Precast concrete sandwich panel
durable, insulated, sound reduction

**Economical**
Low maintenance, Lower fuel consumption
Speed of erection

**Aesthetics**
Optional Textured finishes
(either or both surfaces)

---

Photos by
Symons Corp.

---

**West Bend Precast Inc.**
2929 Paradise Dr.
West Bend, Wi. 53095

Please send me additional info.

Name ........................................................................
Address ....................................................................
City .........................................................................
State ................................................................. Zip ....
Phone No. ............................................................

---

Cleveland Flute' on interior

---

as well as exterior application.
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A "HANSEN SIGN" IS
A CONTINUING REFLECTION
OF YOUR ACHIEVEMENT

Let us interpret your pride with professional signage, as performed by the artists, designers and craftsmen of the Architectural Sign Div. of Hansen Advertising Co.

Consultation without obligation

- Project oriented sketches without obligation

- Traffic and approach studies (No obligation)

- Photographic site surveys — minimal charge

Call or write

Hansen
ARCHITECTURAL SIGN DIV.

4550 W. Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208

414-476-6400

BILL BURKE, MGR.
Mirror Finished Chrome for Elegance

Nothing tests the skill of the elevator car craftsman as does this beautiful mirror-like hard wearing finish. Built by Globe-Van Doorn craftsmen this unique elevator car represents the care and ability that has produced America's finest for nearly a century.

When You Think Elevator Cars You Can't Do Better Than Think...

GLOBE-VAN DOORN

MILWAUKEE
WISCONSIN 53209

NORTH CAROLINA NATIONAL BANK LOBBY
Plaza Tower, Charlotte, N. C.
Although the present format of the Wisconsin Architect has been that of a newsletter, we thought we should include a picture of each of the 1975 Award winners for those who did not get a chance to see the displays at the Convention. As you recall, this was the first year that, in addition to design criteria, the Jury used energy conservation, and accessibility criteria in the judgement.

In addition, the entry slip solicited response on several questions for the 1976 Honor Awards Program. The responses indicated that although some members did not approve of categorization in the Honor Awards Program, the majority of respondents would favor adding a category for Historical Preservation and a category for Renovation Projects.

Chairman of this year's Honor Awards Program was Jerry Spencer, A.I.A., Madison.

Honor Award
College of Creative Communications - Green Bay Campus
The University of Wisconsin
Johnson-Wagner-Iseley & Widen
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Honor Award
Interpretive Education Bldg. for Schlitz Audubon Center
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Office of Fitzhugh Scott Architects/Planners, Inc.
Architectural Precast Concrete

Imaginative repetition of precast elements can provide a dramatically bold or beautifully subtle facade, while keeping costs at a practical level. Architectural precast concrete is the modern building material that works willingly with your creative concepts, bringing out the best in your plans. Call us when you start planning your next project. That's when we can help you most by suggesting how to take maximum advantage of our production facilities and techniques.

CONGRATULATIONS AWARD WINNERS

PRE-CON CORP.
7300 W DOUGLAS AVE.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53218
(414) 466-6340

SULLIVAN BROS. INC.
We Are Proud To Have Been Selected To Install The Acoustical Ceilings & Partitions For
THE CREATIVE COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
at the
University of Wisconsin - Green Bay
2515 STOUGHTON RD. - MADISON, WIS.
222-1277

A. J. HEINEN
General Contractor
Phone 547-1622
19805 W. LINCOLN AVE.
NEW BERLIN, WIS. 53151

LANGE BROS. WOODWORK CO.
3920 W. DOUGLAS RD.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53209
PHONE 466-2226

AUTOQUIP — INC.
(414) 444-8833

SALES - SERVICE - INSTALLATION
OF BODY SHOP, CAR DEALER AND
SERVICE STATION EQUIPMENT
SALES — DESIGN LAYOUT — INSTALLATION
OF CAR AND TRUCK WASHING EQUIPMENT
SALES - DESIGN AND TOTAL INSTALLATION
OF COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
FUELING SYSTEMS OF STEEL OR
FIBERGLASS TANKS

SERVING WISCONSIN AND THE U.P.

AUTOQUIP, INC.
3813 North 35th Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216
Merit Award
Classroom Building
Univ. of Wis. - La Crosse
La Crosse, Wisconsin
Hackner, Schroeder, Roslansky & Assocs., Inc.
La Crosse, Wisconsin

Merit Award
Steak House - Devil's Head Lodge
Merrimac, Wisconsin
Goebel - Balestrieri and Associates
Elkhorn, Wisconsin
THE CONSERVATION OF CAPITAL

Whether your next design challenge is a school, hospital, office building, shopping center or home, conserving capital is a creative priority. Consider the lower initial cost of walls of Belden Brick, as well as the dramatic energy saving characteristics of brick. Accordingly, consider the largest selection of brick in the industry — Belden provides over 200 variations in color, texture and size. Your nearest Belden Dealer will gladly show you the facts, or write us at P.O. Box 910, Canton, Ohio 44701.
Merit Award
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation Office Building
Madison, Wisconsin
Flad & Associates
Architects-Engineers-Planners
Madison, Wisconsin

Merit Award
West Bend Marine Bank
West Bend, Wisconsin
Brust-Zimmerman, Inc.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
SHEET METAL CONTRACTORS OF MILWAUKEE

7635 West Bluemound Road
Milwaukee 53213
Phone: 258-8177

AJAY METAL PRODUCTS
Milwaukee — 453-3290
ALEXANDER MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 542-9221
ATLAS SHEET METAL WORKS
Milwaukee — 342-7818
AUEY HTG. & AIR CONDITIONING
Milwaukee — 356-3564
B & H INDUSTRIAL SHEET METAL WKS. INC.
Milwaukee — 672-4540
BADGER SHEET METAL CO.
Milwaukee — 871-3104
BADGER WISCONSIN HEATING CO.
Milwaukee — 355-5040
B & L AIR & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Milwaukee — 476-5522
B & A BENZ SHEET METAL PRODUCTS
Milwaukee — 781-6960
BERGIN PLUMBING & HEATING CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 781-6960
BONDED HEATING CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 781-6960
BROZEK HEATING & SHEET METAL CORP.
Milwaukee — 462-8120
BUILDING SERVICE, INC. Milwaukee — 428-6785
BUTTERS-FITTING CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 655-5332
CAESAR PLUMBING & HTG. CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 251-0664
CENTURY SHEET METAL WORKS, INC.
Milwaukee — 445-8270
F. J. A. CHRISTIANSEN ROOFING CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 445-4141
COMFORT CONTROL CORP.
Milwaukee — 354-4810
CONDITIONED AIR DESIGN, INC.
Fond du Lac — 421-3105
CUSTOM HEATING & AIR COND.
Milwaukee — 441-7820

DAROTT ENTERPRISES, INC.
Milwaukee — 679-2920
DE GELLEKE CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 781-5320
DEMNSHAR HEATING & SHEET METAL, INC.
Milwaukee — 679-2920
DIETZ, HEATING, INC.
Milwaukee — 641-0161
DOWNEY COMPANY
Milwaukee — 933-3123
DROSKIKAMP FURNACE CO.
Milwaukee — 781-9610
ROB G. ENGLER CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 455-4432
ESCHENBURG HEATING & SHEET METAL WORKS, INC.
Milwaukee — 652-0945
FORD SHEET METAL & HTG., INC.
Milwaukee — 455-1700
ALFRED GOETHEL SHEET METAL WORKS, INC.
Milwaukee — 356-3564
GOETHEL COMPANY, INC.
Milwaukee — 356-3564
JOHN F. GRAP HTG. & SHEET METAL, INC.
Milwaukee — 445-1190
J. K. GOEODEL & SON
Milwaukee — 873-8815
GROSS HEATING & AIR COND., INC.
Milwaukee — 444-4005
PAUL J. GRUNAU COMPANY
Milwaukee — 355-1400
H & S HTG. & SHEET METAL CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 454-2400

HEATING INSTALLATION CO.
Milwaukee — 356-3564
RAY MELD HEATING & AIR COND.
Milwaukee — 774-0705
HILLTOP CONSTRUCTION CORP.
Milwaukee — 282-3645
LOUIS HOFFMANN CO.
Milwaukee — 356-3564
THE HOLMEN COMPANY
Milwaukee — 356-3564
A. NORWATH CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 356-3564
HOYTE-BRENNER, INC.
Milwaukee — 452-2500
INSULATION SERVICE, INC.
Milwaukee — 452-2500
J & J HT & HEATING, INC.
Milwaukee — 282-3645
W. J. JACOBY, INC.
Milwaukee — 452-2500
F. X. JACOBY, INC.
Milwaukee — 452-2500
JOHNNY BROTHE
Waukesha — 261-5613
KELVIN MILLER PROJECTS, INC.
Milwaukee — 381-0043
KRAMER HEATING & MFG., INC.
Milwaukee — 452-2500
LAKESIDE SHEET METAL WORKS, INC.
Milwaukee — 356-3564
LANGER ROOFING & SHEET METAL, INC.
Milwaukee — 871-8800
LINK BURGERS, INC.
Waukesha — 542-5373
MANTEI SHEET METAL WORKS, INC.
Milwaukee — 356-3564
G. T. MARTIN & SON
Milwaukee — 444-9486
MEMMEL SHEET METAL & HEATING CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 454-5050
METAL STRUCTURES, INC.
Milwaukee — 781-8700
METALCRAFT CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 454-5050
METALMafia, INC.
Milwaukee — 454-5050
METALWORKS, INC.
Milwaukee — 356-3564
MIDDLEBROOK HEATING & MFG.
Milwaukee — 356-3564
REINKE METAL WORKS, INC.
Milwaukee — 464-9250
REINKE & SCHOMANN, INC.
Milwaukee — 464-9250
RIGGERS & ERECTORS
Milwaukee — 356-1290
JOSEPH ROMBERGER CO.
Milwaukee — 342-4244
SCHUMANN & RODEN CO.
Milwaukee — 372-5070
SCHUMANN & ROHLING CO.
Milwaukee — 372-5070
SEIDER HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Milwaukee — 372-5070
STANDARD SHEET METAL DIV. MASTERTON INDUSTRIES
Milwaukee — 873-7200
W. E. STECKER, INC.
Milwaukee — 444-8585
STEEL KING CONSTRUCTION CO.
Milwaukee — 324-4426
STEGEMAN, INC.
Milwaukee — 964-1600
SUPERIOR HTG. CO.
Milwaukee — 354-4010
SUPER SKY PRODUCTS, INC.
Milwaukee — 242-2000
SURIDGE ERECTING CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 292-4247
THERMAL PROJECTIONS.
Waukesha — 454-5050
TOTAL COMFORT OF WISCONSIN
Waukesha — 547-6824
TRI-CIRCLE HEATING CO. DIV. FIELD ELECTRIC CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 547-2387
C. R. TUNISON, INC.
Brookfield — 781-3766
ED. UTKE & SON HTG.
Milwaukee — 393-2105
VER HALEN, INC.
Milwaukee — 465-7710
VETTER HARDWARE & SHEET METAL, INC.
Milwaukee — 271-7710
VOIGHT SHEET METAL, INC.
Milwaukee — 464-5290
W J H INC.
Milwaukee — 454-5050
WALSH WALLS, INC.
Milwaukee — 444-7500
WALSH SHEET METAL & HTG. CO.
Milwaukee — 452-7770
WALTERS SHEET METAL CORP.
Milwaukee — 452-7770
WANDREY HEATING, INC.
Milwaukee — 873-0440
WEITZER BROS., INC.
West Allis — 462-6728
WINNINGER CO., INC.
Milwaukee — 671-0192
WINKLER SHEET METAL, INC.
Milwaukee — 354-7100
WISCONSIN BRIDGE & IRON COMPANY
Milwaukee — 354-7100
WISCONSIN HEATING, INC.
Milwaukee — 462-6100

“Symbols” show major work engaged in by each firm:

A — Architectural Sheet Metal
B — Fume and Dust Control Systems
C — Residential Cooling
H — Warm Air Heating Systems
I — Industrial Sheet Metal
K — Kitchen Equipment
M — Sheet Metal Specialties
S — Sheet Metal Buildings
V — Commercial Ventilating and Cooling
Special Mention
Office Building for Royal Credit Union
Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Larson, Playter, Smith
Eau Claire, Wisconsin

Special Mention
Como Office Building
Appleton, Wisconsin
James B. Zwack Assoc. Ltd.
Appleton, Wisconsin
We drew up our plans a long time ago

That's why we are where we are today

1915 drawing of elevator brake developed by E. C. Rosenberg

Where are we? All over Wisconsin. Today, Northwestern Elevator is the largest elevator sales and service company in the state. Thanks to the pioneering of the Rosenberg family. Since 1882, four generations of Rosenbergs have been leaders in the elevator field right here in Wisconsin. And for the past 35 years, Northwestern has sold, installed and maintained Dover Elevators. Dover sells more hydraulic elevators than anyone else in the world and is a leader in traction elevators for high rise buildings. So if you've got any project you're trying to get off the ground, we can give your plans a real lift.

For Installation and Maintenance of Dover Elevators, Contact...

NORTHWESTERN ELEVATOR CO., INC.
6070 N. Flint Rd., Milwaukee, Wis. 53209 (414) 228-1424
Offices Throughout Wisconsin and Upper Michigan
Special Mention
Restoration of Busiel-Seeburg Mill
Laconia, New Hampshire
Larson, Playter, Smith
Eau Claire, Wisconsin

Special Mention
Milwaukee Catholic Home
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Brust-Zimmerman, Inc.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
“The whole idea of “The Mansards” is to provide gracious living accommodations in a natural setting of trees and water. The convenience of city living is combined with the graciousness of country living here. We have put top quality into “The Mansards” and that extends to our coin-operated laundry equipment. We chose Speed Queen for one simple over-riding reason—it’s the best we could get.”

Duane J. Hicks, Jr., General Manager

Lake Point Tower, Chicago, Illinois

“Lake Point Tower represents a new kind of urban life—a completely self-contained city at the edge of Lake Michigan. We appeal to individuals and families of middle and upper income. They expect and get the best at Lake Point Tower. That’s why we chose Speed Queen equipment for our laundry facility. Speed Queen represents quality which will be on the job—not out of order. And I understand the Stainless Steel feature is a real plus when laundering durable press fabrics.”

Robert E. DeCeles, Building Manager

“We chose Speed Queen laundry equipment for one simple reason—it’s the best we could get.”

Let SPEED QUEEN and your SPEED QUEEN COMMERCIAL ROUTE OPERATOR help you plan coin-operated laundry facilities.

SPEED QUEEN
a McGraw-Edison Company Division
Ripon, Wisconsin 54971

Mr. E. W. Jess,
Manager, Commercial Department
Speed Queen, Ripon, Wisconsin 54971

Gene, please forward your laundry room design brochure.

☐ Please send name of the Speed Queen Route Operator nearest me.

☐ I would like a Speed Queen representative to call.

Name and title________________________________________
Firm name________________________________________
Address________________________________________
City_________________________ State_________ Zip______
The Legislative Committee, Chair-ed by Nathaniel W. Sample, F.A.I.A., is expanding its work because of the many legislative and governmental concerns. The Legislative Committee, in turn, is expanding and will be meeting regularly to review legislative Bills to recommend Chapter position to Executive Committee. The Legislative Scoreboard will be reproduced in the Wisconsin Architect regularly, so that all members are informed of Bills pending, and governmental agency actions. Comments on the bills below were written by Ray Tomlinson, W.A.I.A. Legal and Legislative Representative. Additional information on any of the concerns may be obtained by contacting the Chapter Office, or Nat Sample. In addition, a Legislative Minute-Man program will be developed. We hope you will want to participate, since many of the legislative concerns could have very important and direct impact on the architectural profession in Wisconsin.

LEGISLATIVE SCOREBOARD

AB 127 — Wahner:  
**BARRIER-FREE DESIGN IN A-E LICENSING EXAM** — Requires A-E Board to include questions about barrier-free design for the physically disabled in the licensing examination given architects and engineers. STATUS: Adopted as statute. W.A.I.A. POSITION: W.A.I.A. did not object.

AB 128 — Jackamonis:  
**SAFETY GLASS IN HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS** — Requires safety glass in exits and entrances, storm doors, bathtub enclosures, and other “hazardous locations”, in both public and private buildings. STATUS: Before Committee. W.A.I.A. POSITION: No position taken.

AB 133 — Wahner:  
**ADMINISTRATIVE CODE REVISION** — Shifts disciplinary function of A-E Board (and all Boards) to a new Administrative Office. Creates an administrative review commission which centralizes and coordinates hearing examiner functions in state agencies, including the Board of Architects, et al. The effect of the bill would be to remove from the Board of Architects, et al, certain powers regarding administrative hearings that it currently possesses. May decrease the amount of input received from the Board of Architects in reviewing disciplinary matters coming before it regarding registered architects. STATUS: Before Committee. W.A.I.A. POSITION: No position taken.

AB 155 — Wahner:  
**EXPANDING ACCESSIBILITY TO BUILDINGS FOR PHYSICALLY DISABLED** — Eliminates current exemptions and includes entire building. Requires any place of employment or public building constructed on or after July 1, 1975, to be designed to insure reasonable access for physically disabled persons. Eliminates current exemptions and will result in increased regulation and construction costs. STATUS: Before Committee. W.A.I.A. POSITION: No position taken yet, as more detail is needed. Legislative Committee and Barrier Free Architecture Committee are reviewing.

AB 163 — Judiciary Committee:  
**ADMINISTRATIVE CODE REVISION** — Substantially the same as AB 133. STATUS: Before Committee. W.A.I.A. POSITION: No position taken.
MARBLE
from Rough

"ELEGANCE WITHOUT EXTRAVAGANCE"

PRODUCTS
*MARBLE
*Slate
*GRANITE
*PRECAST TILE

to Finish

FOR USE IN:
*CHURCH
*SCHOOL
*COMMERCIAL
*RESIDENTIAL
*MAUSOLEUM

— INTERIOR & EXTERIOR —

COMPLETE — DETAILING — FABRICATING — INSTALLATION

*FOR SPECIFICATION INFORMATION & SAMPLES, CONTACT:

MILWAUKEE MARBLE INDUSTRY
P. O. BOX 741 MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53201
PHONE: 1 - (414) 933-0281
What Kohler has with color, styles, and new ideas modern living.

Fiberglass Walls 'n All modules. Smoothly fiberglass - easy to
and so easy to clean,
. No tile, no
hard-to-get-at
cause they're Kohler in color. Six
achieved colors
including our
fresh Green and
Champagne.
A. The Bimini
allest addition to
er line.
only 32" x 36"
end for remodeling
Shown in Pink
.
Barbados - a 5' bath
module, shown in
.
Trinidad - a
shower cove
at Gold.

 Tobago in
ng luxury - it has
seat. 48" x 36"
.
Fresh Green.
ath - 5½' x 7'
of
Luxury. Shown
Black.

THE BOLD LOOK OF KOHLER

For more great
bathroom ideas,
write KOHLER CO.,
KOHLER, WIS.
53044
Kohler plumbing
products are
available in
Canada.
Bimini available
in June.
CONSULT WITH YOUR LOCAL KOHLER DISTRIBUTOR LISTED HERE!

GREEN BAY
Murphy Supply Co., Inc.
1055 Lake St.
(54303)
Phone: 1-414-432-3378

Builders Plumbing Supply Co.
915 South Broadway
(54304)
Phone: 1-414-432-3354

WISCONSIN RAPIDS
Mid-State Supply Inc.
2111 Jefferson St.
(54494)
Phone: 1-715-423-6730

MADISON (Home Office)
Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.
1023 E. Main St.
(53703)
Phone: 1-608-257-3755

MILWAUKEE
Milwaukee Plumbing & Heating Supply Co.
1313 W. St. Paul Ave
(53233)
Phone: 1-414-273-3600

United Plumbing & Heating Supply Co.
9947 W. Carmen Ave.
(53225)
Phone: 1-414-464-5100

Crichton Corp.
4080 N. Port Washington Road
(53212)
Phone: 1-414-964-6222
Out Of Town Accounts Call
FREE: 1-800-242-8945

SHEBOYGAN
J. J. Koepsell Co.
1010 S. 9th St.
(53081)
Phone: 1-414-457-3646

APPLETON
W. S. Patterson Co.
2100 W. College Ave.
(54911)
Phone: 1-414-739-3136

THE ROCK COUNTY BRANCH
Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.
Route No. 3, Hy. 51 - South
Janesville, Wis. 53545
Phone: 1-608-754-8106

RACINE
Thomas Supply Co.
1430 Ninth St.
(53403)
Phone: 1-414-633-8289

BROOKFIELD
The H. W. Theis Co.
3595 North 127th St.
(53005)
Phone: 1-414-781-5260

NEW BERLIN
Builders Plumbing Supply Co., Inc.
15905 Ryerson Road
(53151)
Phone: 1-414-782-1752
**EXECUTIVE BUDGET BILL** — Shifts personnel powers from A-E Board to Department of Regulation and Licensing. Proposes to remove from the individual examining boards (including the A-E Board) the right to appoint staff personnel, and places that appointment power with the Secretary of Regulation and Licensing. Represents a shift in the structure of the Department of Regulation and Licensing. Currently the individual boards are fairly autonomous and look only to the Secretary of the Department of Regulation and Licensing for administrative assistance. If enacted, the proposed changes would decrease the autonomy of the individual boards and centralize and strengthen the power of the Secretary of the Department of Regulation and Licensing. STATUS: Before Senate. W.A.I.A. POSITION: No position taken.

**PUBLIC MEMBERS ON EXAMINING BOARDS** — Provides for the appointment of public members to many of the examining boards, including the A-E Board. Also increases the membership of the A-E Board to 16 members and provides that members of the Board will be appointed without the assistance of lists submitted by the private societies as required by the current statutes. A continuing question remains regarding how many public members should be placed on each board and whether the public members should be allowed full participation in all areas of board activity. STATUS: Before Assembly. W.A.I.A. POSITION: Support.

**ELIMINATE EXEMPTION FROM TESTING FOR A-E's WORKING FOR UTILITIES** — Eliminates the present exemption allowed professional engineers, designers of engineering systems and land surveyors who are employees of public utilities from the registration requirements of the examining board of architects, et al. STATUS: Before Committee. W.A.I.A. POSITION: No position taken.

**EXAMINATION OF ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS** — Provides that the Examining Board of Architects, et al, may only use ONE uniform examination not exceeding 16 hours in length to test applicants for registration as architects or professional engineers. If enacted will destroy national testing standards and additionally sets Wisconsin apart from all other jurisdictions in terms of the qualifications of its registered professional architects. The Department of Regulation and Licensing is currently monitoring the hiring of a testing consultant to review the current examination process and make recommendations regarding any necessary change. STATUS: Before Committee. W.A.I.A. POSITION: Matter currently referred to Dept. of Regulation and Licensing for purposes of independent consultant study. Chapter is following developments in coordination with National A.I.A., and N.C.A.R.B.

**RECREATE A-E BOARD** — Same as AB 565, but also changes makeup of A-E Board. Creates in the Department of Regulation and Licensing a division of architects, professional engineers, designers and land surveyors, administered by a joint board, consisting of the Chairman of each of the examining boards and two consumer representatives appointed by the Governor. The bill also incorporates the terms of AB 565, discussed above. All members of the Board are appointed by the Governor, and the architects board is prohibited from administering oral examinations in reviewing applicants for registration. Questions raised also regarding the effectiveness, efficiency and representation on the Examining Board of Architects if created pursuant to AB 566. STATUS: Before Committee. W.A.I.A. POSITION: Other than 16 hour Exam requirement, the W.A.I.A. Supports.

**RESPONSIBILITY OF ARCHITECT FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES** — Provides that architects may not relieve themselves of responsibility for services rendered by use of hold harmless agreements in their contracts with others. The Bill only speaks to architects, and is not directed to other professionals (contractors, engineers, etc.) who use similar clauses. The bill is a limitation on the rights of architects to contract and among other results, may increase insurance premiums due to increased liability. STATUS: Before Committee. W.A.I.A. POSITION: Oppose.
Our credentials for serving your needs in

FOOD SERVICE

and STAINLESS STEEL KITCHEN SYSTEM PLANNING

Call on us for

- Design Assistance • Specification Writing • Bids & Estimates
- Custom Equipment Manufacturing • Expert Installation

Creative Craftsmanship in Stainless Steel Since 1901

2202 W. Clybourn Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233
414/342-8820

For a truly good floor

MFMA
HARD MAPLE

truly economical
truly modern
truly resilient

LANGER

ROOFING & SHEET METAL INC.
NEW — REROOFING — REPAIR

BUILT-UP ROOFING
ASPHALT
COAL TAR
ELASTOMERIC

MEMBRANE WATERPROOFING
BUILT-UP SYSTEMS
ELASTOMERICS

ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL
METAL ROOFING
MANSARD PANELING
KOPPERS "DYCON" FILL
TAPERED ROOF INSULATION SYSTEMS

(414) 871-8800
4320 N. 35th St. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53216

MAPLE FLOORING
MANUFACTURERS ASSN., INC.
OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 54901
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SJR 28 — Thompson and Hollander:

**LICENSE RENEWAL FOR PROFESSIONALS** — Requires research and hearings investigating license renewal requirements for professionals. Input necessary with regard to the necessity of a mandatory system of testing for continued professional competence. Also input necessary regarding methods of evaluating professional competence and/or the ability of professional societies and/or the individual professionals to effect continued competence without the requirement of a mandatory system of evaluation in testing. STATUS: Passed Senate, now before Assembly. W.A.I.A. POSITION: Support study, but object to renewal of registrations.

SB 105 — Berger:

**FAMILY DWELLING CODE** — Creates a one and two-family building code to be administered by the Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations. Would establish state-wide construction standards and inspection procedures for one and two-family dwellings. STATUS: Before Joint Committee on Finance. W.A.I.A. POSITION: No position taken. Legislative and Code Committees are studying.

SB 106 — Berger:

**MANUFACTURED BUILDING CODE** — Authorizes the adoption of a state-wide manufactured building code regulating the manufacturing installation of dwellings and components, other than mobile homes, by DILHR. STATUS: Before Joint Committee on Finance. W.A.I.A. POSITION: No position taken. Legislative and Code Committees are studying.

SB 287 — Senate Audit Committee:

**CHANGE ORDERS APPROVED BY GOVERNOR** — Requires contract change orders in excess of $2,500 to be approved by Secretary of Administration. All change orders involving expenditures of $15,000 or more must also be approved by the Governor. STATUS: Before Committee. W.A.I.A. POSITION: No position taken to date. Under study by the Legislative Committee and the AIA/BFM Liaison Committee.

SB 312 — Senate Audit Committee:

**SELECTION OF A-E's ON STATE JOBS** — Would create a five-man committee (four must be A-E employees of Department of Administration, to select architects and/or engineers for state projects, with input from the contracting agency if the job was over $250,000. Five-man committee would also prepare a written analysis of the AE's performance. Yet to be determined is whether a written analysis prepared by the committee will be public or private records. There is also a continuing debate as to whether the members of this committee can participate in approving or denying change orders on the projects in which they participate in selecting the architect or engineer. STATUS: Before Committee. W.A.I.A. POSITION: No position taken yet. Legislative Committee and AIA/BFM Liaison Committee are studying the matter.

SB 338 — Thompson:

**HEALTH & SOCIAL SERVICES** — Function of Health & Social services in Licensing and Regulating Community based facilities. Bill would remove from the DILHR, certain licensing and regulatory functions which would increase the control of the Health and Social Services Department, with regard to submission and approval of plans by that Department. It would take away from DILHR, certain functions which DILHR has expertise in. STATUS: Before Assembly Committee: W.A.I.A. POSITION: Opposed.

**SUBJECT:**

1. **Statute of Limitations:** Presently no protection for those who perform improvements to real property (architects, engineers, contractors, etc.) Legislative Committee is investigating cooperative effort with W.S.P.E., C.E.C. and others in initiating a redrafting of statute.
2. **High-Rise Fire Detection & Protection:** DILHR has adopted a continuation of emergency rules which emphasize sprinklers and allow alternative suppression systems only on petition. Apparently fire chiefs and sprinkler installers are content with status quo.
3. **Examination of Applicants for Registration as Registered Architects:** Department of Regulation & Licensing in the process of hiring a testing consultant. Initial review by consultant to commence 8/1/75 and to be completed 11/1/75. Further legislative action on AB 565 and 566 tentatively tabled subject to completion of review by testing consultant.

**MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS PENDING:**
“Nissen” 12 Bottle Beechwood Wine Rack.

The racks can be assembled either horizontal or vertical according to your requirements. Purchase extra sets to create larger racks.

Retail $23.00, Mail Order $15.50
Shipping Charges $1.50

Danish Plastic Lamp Kit “CACTUS”

Made from antistatic vinyl and mylar they will never fade yellow or get brittle. A classic design, easily assembled. Lamp size 23” dia. x 14” high. Specify pendant or swag cord kit.

White Retail $49.95, Mail Order $37.00
Chrome, Gold, Copper $59.95, Mail Order $43.00
Shipping Charges $1.00

Digital Wall Clock

Can also be used as a counter clock. A chrome stand is included. 31/4” numerals, a.m. and p.m. indications make time easily distinguishable. Colors, white, red, yellow (black numeral face only.)

Retail $69.95, Mail Order $51.00
Shipping Charges $1.50

Please add 4% sales tax, no tax on shipping charges. Orders must include check or money order. Master Charge and BankAmericard include account number and expiration date. Allow 6 weeks for delivery.

POT·POURRI

1815 EAST KENILWORTH PLACE
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53202

POT·POURRI

RICHCO STRUCTURES
BOX 156
SHEBOYGAN FALLS, WISC. 53085

Wisconsin’s Largest Wood Truss Mfg.

ALSO
Distributor Of “Woodspan” Floor Trusses

• RESIDENTIAL
• INDUSTRIAL
• COMMERCIAL
• AGRICULTURAL

GREEN BAY .......... 336-9400
SHEBOYGAN FALLS ..... 467-2671
MILWAUKEE .......... 344-7820

WISCONSIN LAMINATES, INC.
600 Hickory St., Pewaukee, Wis. 53072
Phone 414/691-1520

Headquarters:
Plywood and Laminated Panels

Church Seating Parts
5 ply Curved Pew Backs — any length
5 ply Curved Pew Seats — 1” thick
Pew End and Support Blanks — 17/8” to 21/4”

Laminated Panels
DAP Hy-Lam Polyester
M. R. Hy-Lam Melamine
Wide range of wood grains

Architectural Plywood
Special Custom Plywood
Solid Lumber Core Doors

Call or write for details and quotations
Effective Wednesday, June 18, 1975, the Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations agreed to suspend IND 51.02 (16) as directed by the Joint Committee for Review of Administrative Rules. The directive was composed of two parts:

Directive 1: Directs the Department to hold public hearings on energy conservation in buildings. This directive includes the selection of a new committee to be composed of "members who equally represent labor, industry and the environment". Knowledgeable volunteers as Chapter representatives are requested.

Directive 2: Directs the Department to insert in Section IND. 51.02 (16) (b) a list of illustrative examples of innovative systems that would be acceptable.

Carl H. Gausewitz, A.I.A., has accepted the Architecture Week Chairmanship for 1975. He will be assisted by Gordon D. Orr, Jr., A.I.A. Architecture Week is scheduled for mid October. The Executive Committee approved a request by the Western Section for $250.00 to assist in the State-wide Student Luncheon to be conducted during the Christmas Holidays. The Northern Section has already donated $100.00 to the Western Section for the University Student Program. The annual program was to be dropped because of Western Section budgetary support, but it was felt by the Executive Committee that this program should continue.

Thomas H. Flad, A.I.A., was confirmed by the W.A.I.A. Executive Committee as the 1976 Convention Chairman. In addition, The Abbey on Lake Geneva was approved as the 1976 Convention site.

A communication received from Hilliard T. Smith, F.A.I.A., Secretary of the Institute, indicated the approval of the Bylaws for the new Wisconsin Society of Architects. The next step is to get approval of the changes from Section to Chapter. The latter must be accomplished before actual chartering takes place.

The following membership actions were recently approved by the W.A.I.A. Executive Committee:

MEMBERSHIP ADVANCEMENTS

GARY J. KUCKO, A.I.A. — Corporate member of the Northern Section.
JOSEPH J. WEILER, A.I.A. — Corporate Membership Emeritus of the Western Section.
PAUL C. BRUST, A.I.A. — Corporate Membership Emeritus of the Southeast Section.

NEW MEMBERS

ROBERT L. PFEIFER — Professional Associate member of the Southeast Section.
PETER S. RENNER — Associate member of the Southeast Section.
DAVID E. HALEY, A.I.A. — Corporate member of the Western Section.
DALE T. VOLKENING — Associate member of the Western Section.
PHILIP S. ALONGI — Student Associate member of the Southeast Section.
DENNIS M. SPINDLER — Student Associate member of the Southeast Section.

READMISSION TO MEMBERSHIP

DONALD W. POLKINGHORNE — Associate member of the Northeast Section.
EDWARD A. SOLNER, A.I.A. — Corporate member of the Western Section.
JAMES W. SCHAEFER — Associate member of the Southeast Section.
We Are Proud To Have Been Selected General Contractors For The Award-Winning EDUCATION BUILDING for Schlitz Audubon Center - Milwaukee

ZIELINSKI BUILDERS
9243 W. NATIONAL AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
541-1900

In 1907 our Company was established by George M. Niedecken as Niedecken-Walbridge Co., Interior Architects. Niedecken's knowledge and appreciation of architecture brought him many commissions from the important Mid-west architects of the period — notably Frank Lloyd Wright. He planned and furnished the interiors for most of Wright's Mid-west projects.

In 1975 we are going back to Niedecken's original concept — an Interior Design Office — planners, specifiers and consultants — working on a planning time and fee basis. No merchandise on hand or in stock. We want to continue working in harmony with Wisconsin Architects as we have for the past several decades.

JACOBSON INTERIORS INC.
767 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

Talked to our Computer Lately???

— Owens Corning Fiberglas has a "Talking Computer" that calculates energy and fuel cost savings.

— Obtain your answer with a phone call: at no cost to you — This service is FREE.

— Heating, cooling and equipment savings calculated in dollars saved — All based on your specifications.

— Call now to see what you can save!

Call: JEFF POLLACK
2300 North Mayfair Rd.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53226
1 - (414) 259-0700
In March, President Dick Shutter appointed a Task Force to look into the location of the Chapter Office as it serves the membership. Members of the Executive Committee had expressed a need for additional services of the staff with regard to the strong legislative effort needed in Madison. At the June meeting of the Executive Committee, Brian Larson, Chairman of the Task Force reported on two recommendations which came about after lengthy discussion and study by the Task Force. It was recommended that the Chapter add one staff person reporting to the Executive Director and the Executive Committee, who would work primarily with Governmental Affairs. This person would represent the profession, monitor legislative Bills, and keep the Executive Committee and membership informed of legislative and Governmental Affairs. The second recommendation was that the staff person mentioned, would operate out of a second W.A.I.A. office located in Madison. The Executive Committee agreed in principle with the recommendations of the Task Force, and referred the recommendations to the Chapter Financial Task Force and the Legislative Committee. The Financial Task Force will look into the feasibility of the program, and the Legislative Committee and staff will work on the outline of the duties of the new staff person, which would include some duties in addition to Governmental Affairs. Those serving on the Task Force, in addition to Chairman, Brian F. Larson, A.I.A., are Kenneth C. Kurtz, A.I.A., President Richard C. Shutter, A.I.A., Nathaniel W. Sample, F.A.I.A., David E. Lawson, A.I.A., and Alan J. Carlson, Executive Director.

As announced in the May 1975 Wisconsin Architect, Dr. Anthony Cantanese, has been selected as Dean for the UWM School of Architecture and Urban Planning (SARUP). In order to understand the search and selection process used by UWM, Professor Robert M. Beckley, A.I.A., Chairman of the Architecture Department, has provided the following review of the process.

Catanese succeeds Dean John W. Wade, the first dean of the UWM School of Architecture (and now the School of Architecture and Urban Planning-SARUP), who has resigned to return to teaching and research. Under Wade's direction, the School, established in 1967, has grown to a faculty of 30 in the Department of Architecture and 10 in Urban Planning, with a student body of 416:257, undergraduates and 159 graduates. Three degree programs are offered in SARUP: the Bachelor of Science in Architectural Studies, a Masters of Architecture and a Masters of Urban Planning.

A Dean Search Committee was formed by the Chancellor, in the early Fall of 1974, to make recommendations to him for a new Dean. The Search Committee was formed following University guidelines for filling such vacancies. A nine person Committee consisted of four faculty from within the School of Architecture and Urban Planning; Prof. Robert M. Beckley, Prof. Donald Glickman, Prof. David Sawicki and Prof. Sammis White, two students from the School; Mark Humphrey an undergraduate student in Architecture and Randy Eckes a graduate student in Architecture and three faculty from outside the School; Prof. Damie Stillman, Department of Art History and Chairman of the Committee, Prof. Martine Meyer, Department of French and Italian representing the University Committee and Dean Robert Corrigan of the School of Fine Arts.

The Committee carefully established criteria for a new Dean and initiated a nation wide search with announcements of the position going to schools, professional offices and publications across the country. Over 70 candidates submitted their resumes for consideration by the Committee. The candidates represented a broad cross section of professional and academic experiences including 49 who had a background in architecture or disciplines connected with it, 15 candidates with a background in planning or disciplines connected with it and 6 candidates with a background in neither. The Committee selected a cross section of eleven people with diverse backgrounds for a personal interview and recommended three candidates to the Chancellor for the position. The Committee searched for a Dean who had demonstrated administrative ability, and understanding of the needs of both the architectural and planning professions and a distinguished record of both educational and professional experience.
Does Your Retirement Plan Make You Money?

Or does it Cost You Money?

Professional pension planning is an on-going thing. With changing tax laws and a fluctuating economy, pension plans can lose their full growth potential. To make sure that your plan matures to its greatest value, put it in the hands of specialists.

T. J. Gasman Co. is a group of professional pension and financial planners working every day to design and keep your pension plan working for you.

A totally independent firm:
- Pension & Profit Sharing Consultants
- Estate Planning
- Investments Funding

It Doesn't Cost Anything to Find Out.

Call or Write

T. J. GASMAN COMPANY, INC.

Milwaukee Office
4447 N. Oakland Ave.
Shorewood, Wis. 53211
414/332-7303

Appleton Office
1920 E. Northland Ave.
Appleton, Wis. 54911
414/739-0308

921-6550

W. J. Leasa

ELECTRIC CONTRACTOR

616 S. Military Rd.
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin
SECTION DEVELPS ENVIRONMENAL POLICY

DEFINING THE SCOPE OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

The selection of Dr. Catanese as Dean gives the School a young experienced administrator. Catanese administrative experience at the University of Maimi and Georgia Institute of Technology has given him a background in both architectural and planning programs in education. In addition, he has distinguished himself in professional activities both as a consultant and in professional organizations.

Dr. Catanese is a past vice president of the American Institute of Planners and is currently a candidate for national president of that organization. He has been active professionally as a writer publishing numerous articles and books and he has maintained an active consulting role in the planning profession.

Dr. Catanese will assume his responsibilities as Dean in July.

Robert D. Cooper, Associate Member of the Southeast Section, representing the W.A.I.A. at a Milwaukee Environmental Policy Committee meeting, offered assistance from W.A.I.A. As a result, an Environmental Policy Statement was developed and forwarded by President, Thomas M. Slater, A.I.A., as a statement of concern from the profession to the City Government. The Environmental Policy Statement is reproduced for your information as follows:

Environmental policy of any kind must begin with understanding the vast scope of the word "environment" itself. Loosely defined environment is simply one's surroundings, i.e. the physical and aesthetic impact of all elements of existence, natural and manmade, which give a human his place in time. Such a definition is so broad in scope that it must be effectively limited to those areas of existence which are humanly controllable. Since our natural surroundings are both self-perpetuating and self-limiting, man functions within nature's limits, rarely adding to and frequently detracting from the natural balance. However, since man is not nearly as comfortable in his natural surroundings, he has built his own special environments designed to make his existence less precarious. The conflict between this built environment and that which is occurring naturally is the crux of all environmental issues; i.e. when does man's designed environment produce highly negative effects in his natural environment? The rivers of all American cities, the very real presence of the natural environment in a man-built one, is an excellent example of an edge between these two "surroundings". Noise pollution is an equally strong example of the conflict which results from the juxtaposition of a highly complex natural environment of highly integrated and functional parts with the piecemeal "built environment" with its many inconsistencies and uncontrollable parts. Although many of these conflicts are inevitable, frequently they are controllable if recognized. These are conflicts of the large scale "macro-environment" which may also be found, to a lesser extent at the "micro-environmental" level. The "micro-environment" is that specific group of elements which immediately surround us in our daily lives. Rarely are we aware of the entire extent of the river, but daily we are aware of that part of the river which we cross on our way to work or, even more locally, that part of the river which is our daily water supply for cooking and bathing. Thus the waste piling up in our neighborhoods, the chemical taste of the drinking water, the litter in our streets, the smog in our air, and the noise of street traffic affect us all in our micro-environments. Some of these items are controllable at the neighborhood level, but often the solutions to these problems must be sought at the macro-environmental level where the causes of the problems we sense locally are shaped. Dealing with environmental policy therefore implies dealing with the large scale and generalized physical "surroundings" which produce the specific and particular unbalanced local "surroundings" in which every individual travels.

Conflicts in the physical environment also cause conflicts in the social environment. Deterioration of neighborhoods — the urban blight menace — generates both a sense of frustration and depression in those caught in places which they did not and would not choose — frustrations which can lead to criminal or anti-social behavior. The reverse also can occur in the expensively built suburban environments whose monotony produces a
The following statement was issued in Washington, D.C., by 32 of the nation’s most respected scientists, including 11 Nobel Prize winners. We feel the statement is highly significant, especially in light of current discussions about nuclear power in Wisconsin, and deserves to be brought to your attention.

We, as scientists and citizens of the United States, believe that the Republic is in the most serious situation since World War II. Today’s energy crisis is not a matter of just a few years but of decades. It is the new and predominant fact of life in industrialized societies.

The high price of oil which we must now import in order to keep Americans at their jobs threatens our economic structure—indeed, that of the Western World. Energy is the lifeblood of all modern societies and they are currently held hostage by a price structure that they are powerless to influence.

In the next three to five years conservation is essentially the only energy option. We can and we must use energy and existing energy sources more intelligently. But there must also be long range realistic plans and we deplore the fact that they are developing so slowly. We also deplore the fact that the public is given unrealistic assurances that there are easy solutions. There are many interesting proposals for alternative energy sources which deserve vigorous research effort, but none of them is likely to contribute significantly to our energy supply in this century.

Conservation, while urgently necessary and highly desirable, also has its price. One man’s conservation may be another man’s loss of job. Conservation, the first time around, can trim off fat, but the second time will cut deeply.

When we search for domestic energy sources to substitute for imported oil, we must look at the whole picture. If we look at each possible energy source separately, we can easily find fault with each of them, and rule out each one. Clearly, this would mean the end of our civilization as we know it.

Our domestic oil reserves are running down and the deficit can only partially be replaced by the new sources in Alaska; we must, in addition, permit off-shore exploration. Natural gas is in a similar critical condition; in the last seven years new discoveries have run far below our level of gas consumption. Only with strong measures could we hope to reverse this trend.

We shall have to make much greater use of solid fuels. Here coal and uranium are the most important options. This represents a profound change in the character of the American fuel economy. The Nation has truly great reserves of these solid fuels in the earth. Our economically recoverable coal reserves are estimated to be 250 billion tons and exceed the energy of the world’s total oil reserves. Our known uranium ores potentially equal the energy of 6,000 billion tons of coal; lower grade ore promises even more abundance.

The U.S. choice is not coal or uranium; we need both. Coal is irreplaceable as the basis of new synthetic fuels to replace oil and natural gas.

However, we see the primary use of solid fuels, especially of uranium, as a source of electricity. Uranium power, the culmination of basic discoveries in physics, is an engineered reality generating electricity today. Nuclear power has its critics, but we believe they lack perspective as to the feasibility of non-nuclear power sources and the gravity of the fuel crisis.

All energy release involves risks and nuclear power is certainly no exception. The safety of civilian nuclear power has been under public surveillance without parallel in the history of technology. As in any new technology there is a learning period. Contrary to the scare publicity given to some mistakes that have occurred, no appreciable amount of radioactive material has escaped from any commercial U.S. power reactor. We have confidence that technical ingenuity and care in operation can continue to improve the safety in all phases of the nuclear power program, including the difficult areas of transportation and nuclear waste disposal. The separation of the Atomic Energy Commission into the Energy Research
and Development Administration and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission provides added reassurance for realistic management of potential risks and benefits. On any scale the benefits of a clean, inexpensive, and inexhaustible domestic fuel far outweigh the possible risks.

We can see no reasonable alternative to an increased use of nuclear power to satisfy our energy needs.

Many of us have worked for a long time on energy problems and therefore we feel the responsibility to speak out. The energy famine that threatens will require many sacrifices on the part of the American people, but these will be reduced if we marshal the huge scientific and technical resources of our country to improve the use of known energy sources.

ENERGY POLICY STATEMENT Issued in Washington, D.C., January 16, 1975 by:

*Luis W. Alvarez—Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California
Peter L. Auer—Director, Laboratory of Plasma Studies, Cornell University
Robert F. Baker—Department of Physics and Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois
William Baker—President, Bell Laboratories
*John Bardeen—Department of Physics and Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois
*Hans A. Bethe—Organizing Chairman, Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University
*F. Bloch—Department of Physics, Stanford University
Norris E. Bradbury—Former Director, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Harold Brown—President, California Institute of Technology
Richard Chamberlain—Chairman, Department of Radiology, University of Pennsylvania
Cyril S. Comar—Professor of Physical Biology, Cornell University
Arthur Kantrowitz—Avco-Everett Research Laboratory, Everett, Massachusetts
Ralph E. Lapp—Energy Consultant, Alexandria, Virginia
***Joshua Lederberg—Department of Genetics, Stanford University
**Willard F. Libby—Department of Chemistry, University of California at L.A.
Franklin Long—Professor of Chemistry, Center for Science, Technology and Society, Cornell University
**Edwin M. McMillan—Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California
Kenneth S. Pitzer—Professor of Chemistry, University of California at Berkeley
*Edward M. Purcell—Department of Physics, Harvard University
*I. I. Rabi—Professor of Physics, Emeritus, Columbia University
Norman Rasmussen—Department of Nuclear Energy, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Roger Revelle—Director, Harvard Center for Population Studies
**Glenn T. Seaborg—Department of Chemistry, University of California at L.A.
Frederick Seitz—President, Rockefeller University
Edward Teller—Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California
James Van Allen—Department of Physics, University of Iowa
Warren Weaver—Mathematician, New Milford, Connecticut
Alvin M. Weinberg—Formerly Director, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Victor Weisskopf—Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Edward Wenk, Jr.—Director, Program on Social Management of Technology, University of Washington
*Eugene P. Wigner—Professor of Theoretical Physics, Princeton University
Richard Wilson—Department of Physics, Harvard University
(Professional affiliation is listed for identification purposes only.)

*Nobel Prize in Physics  **Nobel Prize in Chemistry  ***Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine

We agree with these distinguished scientists that the nation is in grave peril from the energy crisis. We agree that conservation is urgently necessary and highly desirable. And we agree that we must make greater use of solid fuels—coal and uranium. We, too, can see no reasonable alternative to an increased use of nuclear power to satisfy our energy needs.

Wisconsin Electric Power Company Wisconsin Public Service Corporation
Wisconsin Power & Light Company Madison Gas & Electric Company

Wisconsin architect/june, 1975
Wisconsin Window Unit Co. introduces the WISCONSIN VINYL DOUBLE HUNG UNIT, SERIES 1450, now in production. It is the companion to our well accepted Wisconsin Vinyl Glider, Series 1250.

The Wisconsin Vinyl Double-Hung, as with the Glider, has all wood frame parts vinyl clad and two complete sets of all vinyl prime sash (no storm needed).

Units set-up — Completely Assembled — Weatherstripped — Includes locks, Screen with fiberglass screening, all sashes with white vinyl rails glazed SSB. White vinyl cladding on all exterior frame surfaces with pre-drilled nailing flange attached. Wood parts Dri-Vac treated with Woodlife.

WISCONSIN WINDOW UNIT CO.
Merrill, Wisconsin 54452
Phone (715) 536-5581

When Specifying Please Refer To Your DIRECTORY of Union CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS

No job can be any better than the workmanship that goes into it. Just as there can be no substitute for quality materials, there can be no substitute for QUALITY WORKMANSHIP. When you build, BUILD WELL with the assurance that every phase of the job is being done by AFL-CIO Skilled Building Craftsmen. It PAYS in complete and lasting satisfaction!

For Further Information Please Call

MILWAUKEE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TRADES COUNCIL
James N. Elliott, President
5900 W. CENTER ST.
Phone 873-2100

Congratulations to the Award Winners

MAXON STEEL CO. INC.
1930 E. NORSE AVE.
CUDAHY — 53110

Serving Your Needs!!
boredom which also leads to anti-social behavior as a form of release and an expression of individualism. This does not imply that the correction of all environmental inadequacies would eliminate crime and the other forms of anti-social behavior, but states only that social concerns and environmental concerns are inseparable and interwoven.

Since the urban form is the largest man-made environment, the city is the point where the conflicts between the natural environment and the built environment are the most acute and where the social impact of environmental policy would be felt the most at both macro- and micro-environmental levels.

What, then, are the areas of macro-environmental concern which can be better controlled in our city? Waste control is a crucial concern for any city. In history, the advent of sewerage systems was the advent of the city. Man could not live in a highly dense environment, if he were unable to rid himself of both bodily wastes and the wastes created through the process of living. In the past cities chose to wash wastes away with water to a distant spot where they could be buried or were, at least, outside the environs of the city. Milwaukee's recycling of sewerage, as milorganite, is a significant step towards reversing this trend. This type of useful waste recycling should be expanded. The volume of sewerage wastes in our city is at a level where we cannot afford to slough it off and deny its existence. Positive recycling of urban sewerage would place Milwaukee in the forefront of American cities in dealing with a major environmental problem basic to the existence of all cities. In concert with this, the concept of washing wastes away with water has been expanded at the urban level to include a variety of man-made industrial wastes. The result is the pollution of our streams and rivers with foreign and potentially hazardous substances. Since the city must continue to advance technologically to maintain its viability, these wastes are produced at a tremendous rate with minimal safeguards. Safeguards are expensive, cutting profit and reducing the speed of technological advance. Thus the city is caught in the problem of how to eliminate water pollution and, at the same time, retain economically viable industrial production. At this point, environmental policy should be used as a method for determining the balance of interests to be served to maximize both ends although not completely satisfying either.

Industry is also a major contributor to air pollution. Airborn chemical wastes invisibly invade the air all city-dwellers breathe and are carried by the wind far beyond city limits. These wastes could be controlled through a rigorous environmental policy on air pollution, using the same restraints required in water pollution control. In conjunction with this, another source of air pollution should also be considered — the internal combustion engine propelling our means of transportation. The automobile and truck are constant emitters of toxic gases whose impact is severely felt when the number of vehicles in a given area is greatly increased as in our cities. The concept of rapid point-to-point transportation has led on one hand to greatly accelerated economic and technological advances and on the other hand to a dispersal of urban man farther and farther from the city center. This has three main effects. First, it requires a majority of urban inhabitants to travel to places of employment and entertainment by motorized vehicle, producing vast traffic and parking problems as these vehicles converge on the city with an attendant increase in air pollution. Second, it carries the man-built environment further from the urban center to further intrude into the natural environment. Third, it makes living outside the city while working in the city feasible — depleting the tax funds which the city desperately needs to attack its environmental problems. Since motorized transportation has such a strong impact on our region, its control, coupled with alternate and cleaner modes of mass transportation should be of prime concern in the formulation of any environmental policy statement.

To effect urban changes, environmental policy must also be in tune with the points of conflict between the natural environment and the man-made or built-environment. As architects, we are aware that the placement of any
T. C. ESSER COMPANY
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Building or group of buildings necessitates a compromise of the natural environment into which it is placed. Conversely, as landscape architects will attest, natural elements in a totally man-made setting will be a compromise to the man-made structure adjacent to which they are placed. The art of both professions is in reaching a balance in which the building and its surroundings are in harmony with each other. The city must, as the architect must in designing a building with the city, define the edges where the natural and built environments meet and accentuate these areas to provide a context for future urban growth.

In many ways the city is a composite of solutions to small scale environmental problems. City development works within the framework of zoning codes and ordinances which specify uses for the units which compose the urban fabric. Zoning thus becomes the primary way of defining urban edges. Since the system of zoning and the economic systems of private investment in urban physical development are strongly intertwined, there is a positive relationship between the way the city's edges are defined by zoning and the way the city grows physically. The urban environment is, thereby, an extrapolation of the city zoning plan, indicating the need for an environmental policy directed towards the evaluation of existing Milwaukee zoning to determine its viability in terms of the urban environment which the city wishes to establish for itself. Such an analysis should determine the major points of conflict within the urban fabric and define better methods for resolving these conflicts. This could lead to solutions for the local environmental problems which have a large scale impact, e.g. the spread of urban blight, the juxtaposition of industrial and housing areas, the blocking of river access by improper zoning of land at the river edge, and the conflicts of scale and function resulting from the impingement of expressway systems on park and residential areas.

Conflict occurs on the micro-environmental level as well. Most of these concern interpersonal conflicts or conflicts between the services desired by the city dweller vis-a-vis those that are currently available. The former area would include such concerns as providing accessibility to public facilities by the handicapped, controlling smoking in public areas, and control of noise in urban areas. The latter would include concerns such as the control of litter, garbage collection, better rat control programs, and the reduction of vandalism in redevelopment areas. The environmental policy committee or related agencies could hold public hearings to determine which micro-environmental issues are of most concern and could also encourage existing city agencies and interested civic groups to effect solutions to these problems.

Since the scope of environmental policy is so enormous, it is important at the outset to determine a direction for establishing such a policy. First, a hierarchy of concerns should be determined to establish which are the most crucial and at what level of government these concerns are to be handled. Second, there is a strong need to coordinate this policy with existing city-related programs, and, if necessary, county programs, and to create innovative planning procedures to enhance the city's efforts. Third, to develop a positive environmental policy to provide guidelines for solving the conflicts between the natural and man-made environments in our city and to coordinate the efforts of the Department of City Development, the Common Council, the County Board, and local interested groups.

The A.I.A., Southeast Section is an organization of design professionals who have dedicated themselves to improving the quality of the built-environment in Milwaukee and who have contributed significantly to it. Members are involved in such concerns as the Architect's River Committee, the Architect's Urban Design Assistance Team, and other activities which show professional concern for the meaningful development of the city to provide Milwaukee with a highly liveable and enjoyable urban environment. The A.I.A. national organization has been, for some time, seriously analysing the urban situation and has considerable informational material available. As architects in Milwaukee, we are most interested in using our expertise...
Congratulations to the 1975 Honors Award Winners
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NATURALITE INC.
of Garland, Texas

Represented by:
BEN LANE & ASSOCIATES
3846 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee 53208
1 (414) 933-1190

We are extremely proud to have been associated with the team of Brust-Zimmerman, Inc., and Joseph P. Jansen Co., Inc. on this award winning building.

GRUNAU COMPANY
CREATING A BETTER ENVIRONMENT FOR YOU
307 W. Layton Ave., Milwaukee, Wi. 481-5400
in any way possible to assist the Milwaukee Environmental Policy Committee in forming a comprehensive environmental direction for our city.

The W.A.I.A. Executive Committee confirmed the selection of the following to the Wisconsin Architects Foundation: Robert L. Yarbro, A.I.A., and Frank C. Shattuck, A.I.A., were elected for second terms, and William K. Davis, III, A.I.A., was elected for his first term. Foundation members serve for one three-year-term, and may be elected for one additional three year term.

The Foundation is a non-profit Corporation related to the Wisconsin Chapter, dedicated to the scholarship support of architectural students, as well as other educational and research activities. Contributions to the Foundation are tax exempt, and may be directed to the Wisconsin Architects Foundation, 788 North Jefferson Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202.

The Western Division of the Women's Architectural League of Wisconsin has informed the Chapter Office of their newly elected officers. The following women will take their office as of June 1, 1975: Mrs. David Cote, President, Mrs. James Kennedy, Vice-President, Mrs. Warren Bauer, Recording Secretary, Mrs. Nathaniel Sample, Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. Ronald Gillen, Treasurer.

Congratulations to those elected!

Recently reproduced in the A.I.A. Component Presidents letter were ten tips for developing "community clout" which in turn, comes to us from the Florida Association of Architects. They are as follows:

1. Establish credibility in your community outside your discipline. Your community must first accept you as a person able to make overall sound judgments before they can accept your input from a planning point of view.

2. Become a part of the opinion leadership in the community, not on "arts and architecture", but taxation, community fund drives, image direction, etc.

3. Demonstrate ability as a coordinator; knit people together. Recognize the vast number of splinter groups at work and act as a catalytic agent to bring them together and make things happen.

4. Set aside one hour a day to work for the community as a whole (365 hours a year).

5. Seek and accept responsibility.

6. Abandon ego as unworkable; architects spend more time posturing and backbiting than they do in public service; stupid waste of time, each can contribute.

7. There is no utility in pessimism.

8. Develop the art of negotiation and effective compromise.

9. Bring enthusiasm and purpose to all you do.

10. Never forget that the fate of our nation rests on less than 100,000 leaders whom one half should come from our ranks.

Those are tips to architects (and, by extension, chapters) from C. Randolph Wedding, AIA, mayor of St. Petersburg, Fla., and are taken from an article, "Government Needs Architects", in the November/December issue of the Florida Architect magazine.
We Are Proud
To Salute The
College of
Communications
U W, Green Bay

Architect:
Johnson-Wagner-Illsley
& Widen, Inc.

REINKE &
SCHOMANN, Inc.

FURNISHED and
INSTALLED
'Preformed Metal Siding

476-4700
6800 W. National Ave.
Milwaukee 53214

ARCHITECTURAL
& BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

At MSOE the emphasis is on the total
design concept; where tectonics
and form meet to serve people.
The goal is a thorough grounding in the
theory and techniques of building
construction combined with an
awareness of human and cultural needs.

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Call 272-8720 for complete information

SYRING
CONSTRUCTION
CO., INC.

Institutional
Industrial
Commercial

11607 W. Blue Mound Road
475-0888
Consulting Management
Services

ELKAY

...the complete
line of wheelchair
water coolers

Special models to meet the
special requirements of the
handicapped. Extra-long basins
provide ample underclearance
for drinking-while-seated—lever
handles activate easier. On-the-
wall, or in it, Elkay has the cool­
er to meet your requirements.

YOUR ELKAY REPRESENTATIVE:
Stickler Mechanical Sales
3335 N. 121 St.
Milwaukee, 53226
Ph: 1-414/771-0400
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Other highlights: Wedding doesn't deny that working with your community government is frustrating, but he points out that, as trained professionals, architects have particular skills for bringing about planning changes.

Don't expect to be paid for your service to the community, he warns. Consider that you are paying back a portion of what your country has already provided you.

Don't hesitate to be labeled controversial. Controversy can lead to great moments of change and growth.

Finally, be prepared to accept criticism — false criticism — that you are doing this for personal gain. Those who make this criticism are the blockades of improvement. They're probably part of the problem, not the solution.

More than 20 architects and scholars will present papers at the symposium, Human Response to Tall Buildings, July 17-19 at the Sears Roebuck Building, Chicago.

Their presentations will be made in three sessions: The Tall Building and Its Neighborhood and Housing and Livability of Tall Buildings, on Friday (July 18); and The Response to Emergency, Saturday (July 19). A session on new directions for research on human response to tall buildings will close the conference Saturday afternoon.

A tour of five tall buildings in the Chicago Loop will be a feature of the opening day, Thursday (July 17).

The purpose of the conference is to bring together architects and other design professionals and architectural researchers to explore the social and psychological impacts of tall buildings on people and on neighborhoods and to describe the unique aspects of high rise buildings and their relation to people's functioning.

It is being sponsored by the American Institute of Architects and the Joint Committee on Tall Buildings.

Opening the sessions will be Bruce Graham, an architect from Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, Chicago; David Levin, of McCue-Levin Developers, Chicago; Joseph Fitzgerald, Commissioner of Buildings, City of Chicago; and Robertson Short Jr., President of the Chicago Chapter of the Buildings Owners and Managers Association.

The Chicago Loop tour will include the First National Bank, the Chicago Civic Center, the IBM Buildings, Lake Point Towers, and the John Hancock Building.

For further information or for abstracts of the papers to be presented contact Evagene H. Bond, PR Projects Director (202 - 785-7267); or Don Conway, Director of Research (202 - 785-7351) at AIA headquarters.

The 41st International Eucharistic Congress and the Philadelphia chapter of the American Institute of Architects (AIA) are co-sponsoring an architectural competition for design of altar stages for the city's two major sports stadiums.

The structures will make Veterans and John F. Kennedy stadiums suitable for liturgical worship. They will incorporate platforms, altars, audio-visual and lighting systems and movement patterns for celebration of Masses.

More than one million people will gather in the city August 1-8, 1976 to participate in the Eucharistic Congress, a major spiritual assembly of world Catholics and other Christians.
the GUARANTEED COPING COVER SYSTEM
We guarantee our new PERMASNAP COPING SYSTEM against water leakage. Period.
The secret is a styrene gutter chair at each joint that quietly carries water away.
We also make sure the system stays in place. Without expensive imbedded anchor bolts. A special adhesive replaces them. And it sticks against 60 lbs per square foot of uplift.
Permasnap Coping Covers are also simple to install. (It has to do with the "snap" in the name, but it's simpler if you see it for yourself.)
All in all, it's a pretty simple system. Only three parts. And we guarantee all of them. Specify Hickman.

HICKMAN
Aluminum Construction Products
Architectural Building Products, Inc.
Milwaukee (271-3300) — Green Bay (432-7211)

LLOYD S. HAMM, INC.
Mason Contractor
573 W 16485 JANESVILLE ROAD
MUSKEGO, WISCONSIN 53150

ADVANCE BOILER & TANK CO.
ADVANCE
EST. 1919

NO JOB TOO LARGE
PROMPT SERVICE
DAY OR NIGHT
All Makes Repaired
Retubing — Stacks
Boiler Cleaning — Tanks
A.S.M.E. Certified Welding
Tank Fabrication Of A.S.M.E. Vessels
276-8348

IF NO ANSWER CALL
968-2290
774-8354
445-3432

1711 S. Carferry Drive
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207
Veterans Stadium is a 7-tiered octorad that seats 66,000. JFK is 2350 feet long by 1450 feet wide, encompassing an area of 61.5 acres. The stage design for JFK should accommodate up to 300,000 viewers both in the stadium and the surrounding site (parking areas).

Competitors must be registered architects in the United States. Architects not practicing within the jurisdiction of the Philadelphia chapter of the AIA must associate with a Philadelphia firm to enter the competition.

The winning design will receive an award of $5000. Second and third place designs will be given $2000 and $1000, respectively. There also will be honorable mentions.

The competition is now open for pre-registration. Registration fee is $25 per entry. Make all checks payable to the 41st International Eucharistic Congress. The program for the competition will be available August 1, 1975.

The deadline for the competition is October 1, 1975. For further information write to or call:

Mr. Mario Romanach, A.I.A.
Competition Advisor
Philadelphia Chapter
American Institute of Architects
117 S. 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 569-3186

One of the National AIA library’s services to members is the compilation of bibliographies on specific subjects. These bibliographies are either a list of the library’s holdings, a list of recent periodical articles, or, often, a combination of both. The following are subjects on which the library staff has compiled bibliographies in the last year; they are available to AIA members on request. Write to: Ms. Susan Cosgrove, The American Institute of Architects, 1735 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.
Great fun. Great fireplaces
Great savings...

• Woodburning built-in fireplaces
• Need no stone chimneys, expensive foundations
• Front or open-end design
• Install anywhere easily, safely

Simplified Chimney System for Easy Installation

DISTRIBUTED BY

ALLIED FIRELITE
310 No. Kools St., Appleton, 54911
414-733-4911

FIREPLACE DIST. OF WISCONSIN
2630 So. 162nd St., New Berlin, 53151
414-784-1940

LA CROSSE STEEL ROOFING
2911 So. 27th St., La Crosse, 54601
608-788-2100

WISCONSIN BRICK AND BLOCK
2706 W. Beltline, Madison, 53713
608-274-5444

GRIESE AND ROSS INC.
General Contractors

*Steel Erectors
*Concrete Pumping
*Crane Rental

Phone 1-235-2411
2169 Verla Drive
Oshkosh, Wis. 54901
NURSING HOMES
OFFICE BUILDING CONDOMINIUMS
OPEN PLAN OFFICES
PARKING
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
POLICE STATIONS
RADIO STATIONS
REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
RESTAURANTS AND BARS
SCHOOL AUDITORIUMS
SHELL ROOFS
SHOPPING CENTERS
SKI RESORTS AND LODGES
SKY SCRAPERS
SPORTS BUILDINGS
STADIUMS
SYNAGOGUES
TELEVISION STATIONS

TEMPORARY BUILDINGS
TENNIS FACILITIES
TENSION STRUCTURES
THEATERS
TRANSPORTATION
TROPICAL ARCHITECTURE
UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION
UNDERWATER CONSTRUCTION
UNIVERSITY SCIENCE BUILDINGS
URBAN PLANNING
URBAN PLANNING - HISTORY
VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FACILITIES
WAREHOUSES
WATERFRONTS
WINERIES
ZONING

July 10
July 10-11
July 14 - August 8
July 18
July 24-25
July 31 - August 2
August 2, 9 & 16
August 6-8
August 11-21
August 12-13
August 14
August 25-26
W.A.I.A. Executive Committee Meeting
UW-Extension: Solar Heating and Cooling of Buildings
UW-Extension: Protective Design Workshops
WAIA Historic Resources Committee
Tax and Estate Planning
Economic Benefits of Preserving Old Buildings
Transaction Analysis
Council of Architectural Component Executives
Principles of Construction Specifications Writing
Maintenance Painting
W.A.I.A. Executive Committee Meeting
UW-Extension: Glass and Glazing

Eau Claire, WI
UW-Madison Campus
Madison
Wisconsin Center
Madison
Chapter Office
Lowell Hall
Madison
Seattle, Washington
UWM Civic Center
Campus
Milwaukee
Institute Headquarters
UW-Madison Campus
Madison
UW-Madison Campus
Madison
Sheboygan
UW-Madison Campus
Madison

HEATING - VENTILATING - AIR CONDITIONING - PLUMBING
COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRIAL - INSTITUTIONAL BUILDINGS

FRED L. MAYER, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
350 WEST GREEN TREE RD.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53217
(414) 352-7430

FINLEY ENGINEERING
Telephone Engineering
Power & Electrical Engineering
P. O. Box 147
Eau Claire
834-2605

THERN ASSOCIATES INC.
Engineers - Designers - Planners
712 Ohio
Oshkosh, Wis.
(414) 231-4340

WISCONSIN TESTING LABORATORIES
SOIL AND FOUNDATION ENGINEERS
Soil Borings
Materials Testing and Inspection
MENOMONEE FALLS, WISC. 414-252-3300

LOFTE & FREDERICKSEN INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Heating - Ventilating - Air Conditioning
3245 N. 124th
781-9071

HARVEY J. WINTER & CO. INC.
Fire Protection Equipment
Factory Mutual Approved
5834 N. 97th St.
462-8480
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Paints & Coatings, Stains, Varnishes, and Brushes
for Home, Institutions and Industry

"WHERE TO BUY THEM"

DEALERS

PITTSBURGH PAINT CENTERS

Glendale—403 W. Silver Spring 332-0888
Point Leonia Shopping Center, 3555 S. 27th St. 383-2070
8229 W. Silver Spring Dr. 463-2940
6502 W. North Ave. 453-9243
7512 W. Oklahoma 543-0301
813 S. Leyden Blvd. 383-2100
Hales Corners—5636 S. 106th St. 425-8830

VETTER MANUFACTURING CO.

Manufacturers & Distributors
Plastic Laminated Casework

— SALES —
— INSTALLATION —

2116 WOOD ST.
STEVENS POINT, WIS. 54481
PHONE 715/344-4780

VALLEY SCHOOL SUPPLIERS

We Are Pleased To Have Provided
Auditorium Seating For The
Creative Communications Center
UW - Green Bay
1975 Honor Award Building

4917 W. Center St.
Milwaukee 53210
442-7890

NELSON LANDSCAPE CO. INC.
LANDSCAPE DESIGNERS AND CONTRACTORS
RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL INSTITUTIONAL

* SODDING & SEEDING
* TREES - SHRUBS - EVERGREENS
* LAWN MAINTENANCE
Member Wisconsin Landscape Association
Jerry Nelson - Owner
786-3150
13055 LEE CT.

M-K HARTMANN SONS INC.
CARPENTRY - ARCHITECTURAL MILLWORK
BANK FIXTURE WORK

5861 N. 71st St.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53218
Phone (414) 466-2832

NELSON LANDSCAPE CO. INC.
LANDSCAPE DESIGNERS AND CONTRACTORS
RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL INSTITUTIONAL

* SODDING & SEEDING
* TREES - SHRUBS - EVERGREENS
* LAWN MAINTENANCE
Member Wisconsin Landscape Association
Jerry Nelson - Owner
786-3150
13055 LEE CT.

We Are Proud To Have Been Selected To Do The
Carpentry In The Award-Winning
WEST BEND MARINE BANK

BASSO TERRAZZO CO.
6151 N. FLINT RD.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
228-8560

Best Wishes On Honor Award Issue!
A. H. KRUEGER INC.

COMMUNITY LEADER IN PAVING AND PARKING ENGINEERING

The Universal

...makes good parking good business!
The Universal TAR-STOP

. . . a new design with exclusive Angl-Edge

. . . maximum strength with vibrated, reinforced concrete

. . . positive anchoring with 16 inch steel pin

. . . drain slots to supply efficient drainage and assure a clean lot
**Good Parking Is Good Business**

Modern mass motoring demands parking areas for every enterprise, whether for customers, employees or both. Convenient, practical parking facilities colate good will—help make the all-important “first impression” a good impression.

Designed and engineered to park the maximum number of cars in any area, the Universal KAR-STOP combines economy and stability into the leading car parking bumper. Proper spacing insures against stumbling accidents in the dark. Consider these features:

**PERFORMANCE**
Only Universal has the exclusive Angl-Edge. When Universal KAR-STOP engages a wheel, the force of the blow is directed downward — not parallel to the ground — thereby eliminating sheared pins.

**DURABILITY**
Precast from “Vibrated” concrete, Universal KAR-STOP lasts indefinitely — maintenance free and free from cracking and chipping.

**EASY, QUICK INSTALLATION**
Universal KAR-STOP can be installed on any surface. Just drive in the pins furnished with each unit and it’s ready for use. If desired, installation will be handled by A.H. Krueger, Inc.

**ECONOMY**
An economical original purchase, Universal KAR-STOP’S maintenance free use continues to add to its value.

**PORTABILITY**
Universal KAR-STOP can be moved and relocated without residual damage to parking lot surface.

**CONVENIENCE**
Universal KAR-STOP checks cars against the tire without wheel damage, yet is low enough to clear bumper and tail pipe.

**APPEARANCE**
Attractively designed Universal KAR-STOP’S smooth, concrete finish can be painted if desired.

Cutaway drawing below shows exclusive Angl-Edge and 16 inch steel pin. Angl-Edge checks car, directs force of blow downward. 16 inch steel pin, driven through surface grips sub soil, prevents shifting.
Typical Parking Arrangements...

1. Straight in parking either side with center row, 2 cars deep bumper to bumper.

2. Angle parking either side, center traffic lane.

3. Angle parking on both sides with center row 2 car deep angled.

PARKING INSTALLATIONS

The following is a list of parking areas designed by Krueger and equipped with Universal KAR-STOP:

- K-Mart Stores
- Allen Bradley Co.
- Air National Guard
- Wisconsin Telephone Co.
- Hotpoint, Division of General Electric Co.
- City of West Allis
- Kohls Food Stores
- Evinrude Motors
- Jewel Food Stores
- U.S. Post Office
- American City Bank
- East Troy High School
- West Fair Mall Shopping Center, West Bend

Each installation now parks a maximum number of cars, conveniently and without costly recurring maintenance.

Have Krueger Design Your Parking and Equip It With Universal KAR-STOP®

Call us for all asphalt paving requirements — our reputation for better work is back by 40 years of experience.

phone 645-3309

A. H. KRUEGER INC.

1631 South 44th Street • Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53214
if you think your project deserves the best waterproofing available . . . talk with LAURENT

TO BE EFFECTIVE, YOUR WATERPROOFING SYSTEMS MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES: STRENGTH, GOOD ADHESION, IMPERMEABILITY, DUCTILITY, UNIFORMITY, AND SELF-PROTECTION. LAURENCO WATERPROOFING SYSTEMS HAVE THESE QUALITIES. PLUS, SPECIAL CLIMATIC FORMULATION AND PREFABRICATION SO THAT INSTALLATION CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED IN A SHORTER TIME AND WITH MORE EASE.

IF YOUR REQUIREMENTS CALL FOR THE BEST, CALL US AND LET US SHOW YOU WHAT OUR VAST NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS AND TWENTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE CAN DO FOR YOU.
We Are Proud To Have Been
Selected For The Lathing & Dry Wall
Work
For The Award Winning
Creative Communications Center
UW - Green Bay

BAY LATHING
CO., INC.
Bellevue Rd.
Green Bay — 54301
1 (414) 468-5705

FLEISCHER & SON
LAWN & GARDEN CENTER
- RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL
- DESIGN SERVICE
- SODDING - GRADING - SEEDING - TREE TRIMMING
- WEED SPRAYING - FERTILIZING
Located at 7448 N. Teutonia Ave.
6220 W. Dean Rd.
354-7347

REMODELING
ADDITIONS
REPAIRS

CARPENTRY

R. J. LEDERER CO.
RESIDENTIAL
STORES - OFFICES
CUSTOM CABINETS
PANELING
3033 N. 30th Street
873-1540

CABINET
WORK

W B CORP.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
P. O. Box 934
WEST BEND, WIS.
PH. (1) 334-7822
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Package Boiler Burner Service Corp.

24 Hour Service

Authorized Cleaver - Brooks Parts & Service

Rentals Complete Mobile Boiler Rooms

Milwaukee — 781-9620
Madison — 608/249-6604
Stevens Point — 715/344-7310
Green Bay — 414/494-3675

Radio Controlled Fleet Trucks
Serving Wisconsin & Upper Michigan

4135 N126 — Brookfield
781-9620

WISCONSIN BRICK & BLOCK CORPORATION
THE FINEST IN MODERN BUILDING MATERIALS
BUILDING BRICK
STONE
BLOCK
PATIO BLOCK
DECORATIVE BLOCK
PREFAB FIREPLACES
FIREPLACE ACCESSORIES
FIREPLACE CLEANERS
GAS LOGS
CHEMICALS
THOROSEAL
STEEL DOORS

Call For Free Estimates
And Courteous Service
(608) 238-2636
2840 UNIV. AVE.
MADISON, WISCONSIN

Schumacher Elevator Company
Passenger Elevators and Service
Service Branches at Rochester and Dubuque

240 East Main Street
Denver, Iowa
(319) 984-5676

Pukall & Duranso Co., Inc.

2925 SOUTH 163RD STREET
NEW BERLIN, WISCONSIN
53151
PHONE 414-782-0118

Tuckpointing - Masonry Repairs
Concrete Restoration
Building Cleaning - Waterproofing
Sandblasting - Caulking
Reroofing - Epoxy Coatings

Delta Color & Supply Co.

1050 East Bay Street
Milwaukee, Wis. 53207
(414) 481-6170
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Cronco-Lite Thermal Barrier Window Walls are an innovation in design and construction. There is no metal to metal contact between the interior and exterior, virtually eliminating frost and condensation with temperatures as low as -30°F.

The CTS Thermal Barrier Window Wall is unique in low rise window wall construction. It is comprised of aluminum face and gutter members internally joined and locked, but insulated from one another, by Cronco-Lite's exclusive T-BlocKs. The versatility of CTS allows face and gutter members to be interchanged, making it possible to create a large variety of architectural effects in glazing for either new buildings or remodeling. All sections will create a flush glaze effect even with insulated glass.

Three good reasons for selecting Weil-McLain

THE CHOICE - Choose from a complete line of oil, atmospheric gas, and combination gas/oil burners, from 150,000 to 6,000,000 BTU/hr.

THE FLEXIBILITY - Match any job requirement with a choice of factory-issued packages, factory-assembled sections, or individual sections.

THE QUALITY - Only Weil-McLain has such quality features as Terve-sterile on burners, self-leveling seal, short draft box, multiple furnace water heaters, forced draft and of course, cast iron construction. Choose flexibility and quality - three good reasons for contacting your nearest Weil-McLain distributor.

Consult With Your Local Distributor Listed Here

A. I. McDermott Co., Inc.
2009 Jackson St. - Oshkosh, Wis. 54901
Call: 1-414-231-7080
901 Morley Road - Green Bay, Wis. 54303
Call: 1-414-499-4253
908 Tulip Lane - Wauwau, Wis. 54401
Call: 1-715-359-6575

Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.
1023 E. Main St. (Home Office)
Madison, Wis. 53703
Call: 1-608-257-3755

ROCK COUNTY BRANCH
Route 3, Hy. 51 - South
Janesville, Wis. 53545
Call: 1-608-754-8106

Wittock Supply Company
P. O. Box 867 - Iron Mountain, Mich 49801
Call: 1-906-774-4455
1310 S. Front St. - Marquette, Mich. 49855
Call: 1-906-225-1309

W. A. Roosevelt Co.
230 N. Front St. - La Crosse, Wis. 54601
Call: 1-608-784-2082

Milwaukee Stove & Furnace Supply Co.
5070 W. State St. - Milwaukee, Wis. 53208
Call: 1-414-453-1100
In Madison Call: 1-608-271-8151
1013 Johnathon Drive - 53713
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Witchock Supply Co............................................... 50
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Bomanite: concrete with character

Bomanite, the patterned concrete, brings new dimension to concrete surfaces.

Bomanite is an attractive surface with the appearance and character of brick, tile, or cobblestone, in a wide variety of colors, patterns, and textures.

Bomanite is a proven process, widely used around the world for malls, sidewalks, crosswalks, and other interior-exterior paving applications.

For more information, contact: Stark mantel & tile co.

2200 S. Calhoun Road
New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151
(414) 786-9660